Suck-It Up
Since 1990
Only $30/bag (about 8 lbs.) or $1,290 Pallet (43 bags)
1 cup is a lot of product (Tendency is to over use)
Becky Lee (509) 344-3278 BeckyLee@Well-Quest.com

A Dry Professional, Non-Toxic, Non-Flammable,
Environmentally Safe, Instantly Responding, Absorbent-Solidifier,
For All Animal, Vegetable, Mineral, & Petroleum Based Liquid & Semi-Liquid
“Universal Cleaning Agent”
“Ice Carpet Formula”
Contains No Reactive Chemicals
Non-Injurious to Soil, Cement, Asphalt, Tile, Carpet,
Humans, Animals, or Plant Life
Turns any liquid into a powder / 1 gallon of paint in 10 seconds
Such as: oil, antifreeze, overflowing toilet, making mud into firm ground,
paint (including paint removal: paint brushes, boats, cars, furniture, paint on
cement: apply stripper to make liquid), poison ivy/oak, water in a boat, blood
(cleaning fish & game: does stop bleeding), cleans upholstery & carpet, etc.
Inert, Food Grade Product, & is NOT harmful to people or the environment.
Can use to clean up dishes in place of water while camping
Removes odor from feces, urine, & vomit (excrements)
5 Gallon bucket: fill up about ½ (approximately ¼ bag)
If completely dry excrements can place in soil & fertilize the garden, it is
called remediation (been around for years). Or if you prefer when your commode
(toilet) is full, you can place it in a bag in the garbage (without smell)
Non-Flammable: Can be adapted to fire hoses, aircraft, emergency vehicles, etc.
Also used as a fire barrier to protect vehicles & items of value
(WITHOUT water damage in homes, boats, RV’s, auto racing, etc.)
And with engines fires, it does not reignite
Makes Ice Slip less: as fast as you can push a broom, you can run across black ice, a
slippery roof or deck of a boat/ship with oil or grease, (used on fishing boats & oil
drilling rigs), assists vehicles out of ditches & back on the road (towing trucks use)
1 cup covers approximately 25 feet of black ice, plus as the ice melts &
freezes again at colder temperatures, you do not need to reapply until the product is
removed by wind or fresh snow. Will NOT ruin fresh cement or grass (fertilizes it).
Bag has approximately 10 Gallons & can handle approximately 20 gallons of liquid
Can reuse until powder is saturated
i.e.: In shops to clean up oils spills, mud & snow melting in the winter, etc.

NOTE: If it does not work, it means you did something wrong, therefore call:
Les Kuty (509) 216-7858 (Inventor & Manufacturer) or (949) 813-2226
DO NOT INHALE: Can be irritating to your respiratory system & eyes

